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BUZZWORDS OF INSURETECH
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The InsureTech Connect event, both by the number of people attending and the depth of the discussions, showed that big changes are happening. Technology is already being leveraged in innovative ways to reshape how insurance companies provide coverage, and even more importantly, how customers experience an industry not known for its high customer approval ratings.While a majority of conference attendees hailed from the likes of the US and Europe, it was clear that the shifts occurring are not limited to mature markets and products. InsureTech is also creating new opportunities for players in the microinsurance sector.Perhaps no better way captures what’s happening in InsureTech than the buzzwords being floated across discussions. The rest of the presentation will look at each of these five buzzwords, highlighting some examples of what’s going on in more developed markets – and ultimately, how this might translate into microinsurance



BUZZWORDS OF INSURETECH

1. Art ificial Intelligence /  Machine Learning

2. Peer to Peer (P2P)

3. On-Demand Protect ion

4. Chatbots

5. Internet  of Things 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rest of the presentation will look at each of these five buzzwords, highlighting some examples of what’s going on in more developed markets – and ultimately, how this might translate into microinsurance
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BUZZWORD #1 Artificial Intelligence/ 
Machine  Le arning



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/  MACHINE LEARNING

What’s  happening in  the  t radi t ional  insurance  space?

• Leveraging new and unstructured sets of data.

• 400m customers with 4bn+ policies   
• 380m policies written in one day for Nov 11, 

2015 shopping festival in China

• 8bn USD valuation of Series A financing
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Presentation Notes
Although “big data” might be a trendy term, data is nothing new. It’s been harnessed in various forms for years to create better products. What’s becoming more revolutionary, however, is the use of AI and machine learning to leverage new and unstructured sets of data.Drive Spotter is using video data from dashboard cameras to build virtual databases of roads, street signs, and even potholes, creating live adaptive models to warn drivers of hazards ahead. Zhong An, the first online-only insurer in China, is using machine learning to customise pricing on products for online retailers—leveraging a consumer’s purchase history to gauge their individual risk around returns and warranties. 



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/  MACHINE LEARNING

The microinsurance  perspect ive

• Endless possibilit ies:  Product  Customization, Individual Risk Assessment…

• Big challenge: Reliable Datasets

• Example:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the microinsurance perspective, the possibilities for AI and machine learning are endless; In many ways, this is similar to what we’re seeing with mobile credit scoring where they’re leveraging data sets from mobile usage to determine credit risk. The challenge, however, is finding reliable datasets to start building models. With fewer available data sources—like credit histories, online usage, and even just national ID systems—developing markets will need to be ever more creative in identifying unique datasets. One such company, Captricity, has already implemented projects in a number of emerging markets to start building those datasets by transforming physical paper documents (like death certificates and hand-filled forms) into digital formats.
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BUZZWORD #2 P e e r-t o-Pe e r



PEER-TO-PEER (P2P)

What’s  happening in  the  t radi t ional  insurance  space?

• Different  definit ions, but  some common features
– “Mutual in a tech environment”? 
– Dividing into smaller pools that  share in risk and reward
– Port ion of premiums covers small claims, port ion for insurance co.
– Upfront  premiums vs. pay-for-claims
– Friends/family vs. random groups

• Examples of 33-80% savings over tradit ional products, created 
by groups’ shared incentives to minimise fraudulent  claims.  

• Questions remain:
– How do you scale pools while also maintaining the benefits of social 

solidarity?
– How do you leverage groups for claims efficiency?
– How do you translate and simplify the concept  for emerging 

consumers?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although P2P often means different things to different people, in general, it’s used to describe products that group individuals into pools, which both share in risk (when there are claims) and reward (when there are fewer claims). It’s a concept that was pioneered and brought to the mainstream by Friendsurance almost 5 years ago, and is certainly abuzz in recent weeks with the high-profile launch of Lemonade in the US. Technology is taking P2P beyond just being a mutual by allowing groups to form via social media and smartphones, and providing real-time tracking of the claims history of your groups. Players like Friendsurance and So-Sure say their customers are seeing upwards of 33-80% savings over traditional products, created by groups’ shared incentives to minimise fraudulent claims.  



PEER-TO-PEER (P2P)

The  microinsurance  pe r spe ct ive

• P2P already exists in various forms
– ROSCAs, VSLAs, ASCAs, Stokvels, Burial Societ ies

• Market research in South Africa:
– Groups want t ransparency
– Simplicity and efficiency
– Want rewards for group success, but  no penalt ies for bad 

members
– Key to success:  linking to unique exist ing structures in local 

markets

• Red flags:
– Balancing low-touch with the value of social interact ion
– Balancing complex concept  without  

smartphones/visuals/high data costs
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Presentation Notes
P2P is not necessarily a new concept in emerging markets, with thousands of individuals participating in groups (think ROSCAs, ASCAs, VSLAs, etc.) that help peers protect each other, save together, and provide lines of credit. However, technology has the ability to transform these groups and create new group structures that can make transactions more transparent, payments safer via digital, and provide new ways to connect to peers. Inclusivity has made this one of our key focus areas moving forward and has started looking at what can be done in Southern Africa to translate P2P into something useful for emerging consumers.
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BUZZWORD #3 On-De mand 
Prot e ct ion



ON-DEMAND PROTECTION

What’s  happening in  the  t radi t ional  insurance  space?

• Trov: Create digital database of assets 
and turn on/off cover as needed

• Cover: Insure anything by taking a 
photo of it
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ON-DEMAND PROTECTION

The  microinsurance  pe r spe ct ive

• Alignment with emerging consumer mindsets

• What have we seen already?
– Short-term accident  insurance:
 Safari Bima
 Cover2Go

– Agriculture insurance:
 ACRE/Kilimo Salama

• Smartphones will open more opportunit ies

• Challenges:
– Requires more frequent  decision-making to “turn on” insurance coverage
– Adverse select ion:  buying cover before risky events
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Presentation Notes
Research has repeatedly shown that many emerging consumers prefer to purchase items frequently in small quantities as opposed to less frequently in bulk. This often aligns with irregular income streams and competing needs at any given time. In microinsurance, this has led to products offering short-term policies often payable in daily, weekly, or monthly amounts.  Likewise, though, this could also translate into insurance policies that become “on-demand”, turning on or off depending on consumer need. Already examples of short-term accidental insurance like Safari Bima or Cover2Go have been tried where individuals can purchase scratch cards or send an SMS to activate coverage at taxi ranks.  Kenya Orient Insurance Limited (KOIL) launched the first ever iinsurance cover available via SMS in the Kenyan market. Safari Bima is a 24 hour Personal Accident Cover that is subscribed through an SMS service charged at KSH30 and entitles one to a cover of KSH100,000 for a 24 hour period.Cover2go decided to target minibus taxi ranks during its Easter pilot with marketing methods such as industrial theatre and product promoters talking to commuters at the rank. The insurance product provides cover for a 30 day period in the case of accidental death, to the value of $1,772.25 (R15,000). It is sold at a once-off premium of $1.18 (R10). ��To access the product, users send an SMS with their ID number # / Mobile # of Beneficiary / Name of Beneficiary to 8808. They get a reply sms immediately with confirmation of the cover.  A message will also be sent automatically to the beneficiary’s mobile number notifying them of their selection as a beneficiary.As smartphone penetration increases in emerging markets, it will likewise be interesting to see the opportunities unlocked for similar protection of houses, livestock, and other assets for low-income consumers. 
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BUZZWORD #4 Chatbots



CHATBOTS

What’s  happening in  the  t radi t ional  insurance  space?

• Insurance examples: Spixii, Lemonade, etc.

• Facebook Messenger:
– 34,000 chatbots in first  6 months
– Challenges persist  with bad user experience, but  

successes are evolving
– Best  Use Cases:
 Driving people toward subscript ions
 Facilitat ing small t ransact ions
 Customer service

S O U R C E :  h t t p : / / v e n t u r e b e a t . c o m / 2 0 1 6 / 1 1 / 1 1 / f a c e b o o k- m e s s e n g e r - c h ie f - s a y s - p la t f o r m s - 3 4 0 0 0 - c h a t b o t s - a r e - f in a l ly - im p r o v in g - u s e r - e x p e r ie n c e /14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of insurance players, like Spixii, along with other industries are already using chatbots to improve customer experience. Likewise, Facebook’s facilitation of chatbots on their popular Messenger platform shows that this technology can reach billions without the need for consumers to download new apps. 



CHATBOTS

The  microinsurance  pe r spe ct ive

• Low-touch vs. High-touch

• Key Considerations:
– Literacy rates
– Smartphone penetrat ion
– Target  market  age
– Trust

1. Free Insurance
2. Buy Insurance
3. Client Services
4. Check Status
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Presentation Notes
When considering distribution of microinsurance products, there is often a struggle between low-touch approaches (think USSD), which are often key to creating a viable business model for low-premium products, and high-touch approaches (think agents), which are often vital to establishing consumer understanding and trust in insurance products.  Chatbots provide an interesting opportunity somewhere in between these low-touch and high-touch models. When looking at the typical microinsurance customer, however, one must consider a number of aspects to gauge potential usefulness of chatbots. Literacy rates, smartphone penetration, target market age, and culture could all factor into whether consumers will be able to and desire to link to insurance via chat. 
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BUZZWORD #5 Internet  of  Things  
(IoT)



INTERNET OF THINGS

S O U R C E :  M c K i n s e y .  “ T h e  I n t e r n e t  o f  T h i n g s :  M a p p i n g  t h e  V a l u e  B e y o n d  t h e  H y p e ” .  J u n e  2 0 1 5 .17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IoT has quickly becomes a regular part of many people’s daily routines and insurance is leveraging these devices to harvest data, reduce risk, customise communication with customers, and improve overall experience. From wearables like FitBit to vehicle telematics devices to apps on smartphones, IoT has one of the clearest and most impactful roles to play in insurance for years ahead. 



INTERNET OF THINGS

The microinsurance  perspect ive
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In linking to emerging consumers, a number of examples have already come into play like Lumkani (networked smoke detectors for informal settlements), RFID chips to track livestock for insurance as employed by IFFCO-Tokio in India, and weather stations that facilitate crop insurance for smallholder farmers by ACRE. 



CONCLUSION

• InsureTech is set  to continue expanding
– Better Products
– Better Distribution
– Better User Experience
– Better Customer Value
– More Use Cases for Microinsurance 

• Microinsurance as a leader 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While just the tip of the iceberg of what’s happening in InsureTech, these five buzzwords highlight some of the most promising and exciting areas of where microinsurance is headed in the future.  And just as emerging markets have often led the way in a number of FinTech innovations, it’s clear that they can do the same in InsureTech—testing and scaling new opportunities to make emerging consumers more resilient as the world becomes ever more technologically advanced. 
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